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HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN THE MARIJUANA STOCK MARKET
PAZOO CONTINUES

ITS

MOMENTUM

Pazoo’s testing business is a foundation of the cannabis industry. The Company is building out a Starbucks footprint in
a ‘must have’ business model for this entire industry. Last week the Company announced:
Pazoo, Inc. Receives $200,000 Loan To Make Las Vegas Testing Lab Fully Operational In November Of This Year
WHIPPANY, N.J., Sept. 24, 2015 /PRNewswire/ -- Pazoo, Inc. (otc pinks:PZOO) (german wkn#:A1J3DK), is pleased to
report that Pazoo has received a $200,000 Loan to be paid back from the revenue and earnings of the Las Vegas
Facility. There can be no debt to equity conversion as this is a more conventional form of financing.
The Note holder was so impressed by the Las Vegas Lab, and more so by the amount of growers that have committed
to exclusively test with Pazoo, Inc subsidiary MA & Associates, LLC, that he was comfortable to be paid back from the
revenue and earnings that will be generated from the Lab. In fact, based on the commitments from growers, Pazoo
management is confident that the lab will be at least break even within the first 30 days of operation, and will quickly
transition to profitability.
Pazoo had made the decision to hold off on fully staffing the facility and having it fully operational until there would be
enough grow to sustain operations. Several growers that we have commitments with have kept Pazoo updated and
expect their first grow to be ready in December for testing. By waiting to open until this larger amount of grow was
ready has saved MA and Associates a substantial amount of operational losses from occurring as the amount of grow
currently available in Nevada cannot support any testing operation currently.
Pazoo expects to have the Colorado testing facility to officially be under the control of Harris Lee Colorado, LLC on or
about October 14 and have the Las Vegas Facility operational and testing product in the latter part of the 4th quarter.

